99% of recent Notre Dame Economics started full-time jobs, enrolled in graduate school, entered service programs, joined the military, or launched independent projects within six months of graduation.

82% started full-time jobs
- Advisory technology consultant, PwC
- Analyst, JP Morgan
- AR specialist, Nike
- Assistant marketing manager, Wiley
- Associate consultant, Stax
- Associate underwriter, James River Insurance Group
- Basketball analytics assistant, San Antonio Spurs
- Brand specialist, Amazon
- Business sales leadership development program, AT&T
- Business technology analyst, Deloitte
- Chief of staff, Michigan state representative
- Consultant, Booz Allen Hamilton
- Corporate research resident, Ernst & Young
- Digital analyst, Accenture
- Economist, U.S. Department of Labor
- Equity analyst, Goldman Sachs
- Financial analyst, Under Armour
- Financial management program, General Electric
- Global markets analyst, Deutsche Bank
- Global treasury solutions analyst, Bank of America Merrill Lynch
- Investment consulting analyst, Mercer
- Management and program analyst, FBI
- Manager of strategic initiatives, Catholic Charities
- Marketing associate, Putnam Investments
- Operations coordinator, National Geographic
- Operations leadership program, Discover Financial Services
- Product management analyst, Wells Fargo
- Project manager, Epic Systems
- Research fellow, Yale University
- Revenue management analyst, United Airlines
- Software developer, Microsoft
- Technology consultant, Eze Software Group
- Trader, JP Morgan

11% enrolled in graduate or professional school
- Chinese language: Jiao Tong University, China
- Computer science: Carnegie Mellon University
- Ecology and evolutionary biology: Princeton University
- Economics: Columbia University, Duke University, Stanford University, University of California–Berkeley, University of Hagen, University of Wisconsin
- Interreligious studies: Pontifical University of St. Thomas Aquinas
- Law: Columbia University, Fordham University, Georgetown University, George Washington University, Loyola University, Saint Louis University, University of Michigan, University of Virginia, University of Texas
- Medicine: Brown University, Ohio State University, University of Michigan
- Philosophy: University of Texas
- Public policy: Harvard University, University of Southern California
- Theology: Yale University

4% entered service programs
- Alliance for Catholic Education, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
- Holy Cross Overseas Lay Ministries, Chile
- Inner City Teaching Corps, Chicago
- Open Arms Home for Children, South Africa
- Peace Corps, Dominican Republic
- Teach for America, North Carolina

1% joined the military
- Advisory technology consultant, Eze Software Group
- Trader, JP Morgan

1% launched independent projects
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Curriculum Requirements
Economics Major
- 2–semester Principles of Economics sequence
- 2 intermediate economic theory courses
  (Calculus II is a prerequisite)
- Statistics for Economists
- Econometrics
- 4 additional Economics courses
  (including one writing-intensive course or
  a senior thesis project)

Study everything. Do anything.